
  
         

        
    

     
  

         
            
             

          
   
  

 
 

      
 
              

               
            

        
 

                
          

 
          

 
 
   

 
             

      
 

         

 
          
         

 

11-7-21 Direction to Line Drawers

Sacramento 
● Fernandez: Sacramento/Eastern Counties 

○ Visualization ECA: Don’t mix urban areas with mountainous, rural areas 
○ Vineyard, Rancho Cordova, Gold River, Mather, Orangevale, Folsom are 

Sacramento based cities and communities 
○ Move West Sacramento with Yolo County 

● Becker: Broad Recommendation 
○ These changes may have ripple effects. Recommend starting with Merced, 

Fresno district because that has voting rights act concerns. You may want to 
address those first as that direction might ripple out in a clockwise direction north 
to east. When working up to Sacramento, that may become clearer. 

● Fernandez: Response to Becker 
○ Agree with recommendation 

Central Valley 
● Yee: Fresno 

○ Move Riverdale, Layton, Lanare to Fresno district 
● Toledo: Fresno 

○ Is there a portion of Clovis that we can take out without impacting the Hmong 
community too much? We have a COI that said they didn't want to be with Clovis 
and then we have a community of interest that represents the Hmong community. 
Is there a way to try to honor both? 

● Becker: Fresno 
○ Would you like us to look at taking that small portion of Clovis that is in the 

Fresno district and moving it into the east Fresno district above? 
● Toledo: Fresno 

○ Yes, I would, and to see what the impact might be 
○ Request Withdrawn 

● Akutagawa: Fresno 
○ Add Parlier to Fresno. 

● Kennedy: Fresno 
○ What are the impacts of putting Parlier back in Fresno and taking Kingsburg out 

and putting it into the Fresno district? 
● Turner: Fresno 

○ Make the change that we have with Parlier for now. 

● Sadhwani: Kings-Tulare 
○ Move more of Visalia into Kings-Tulare district, possibly that northern portion, 

maybe a straight line across Goshan to the other side. 
● Becker: Kings-Tulare 
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○ May want to make this area a little bit smaller. I suggest not including Goshan. 
One possibility that was suggested was looking at Farmersville and seeing if that 
can be included in the Kings-Tulare district. Would you like us to draw that for 
you? 

● Sadhwani: Kings-Tulare -Response to Becker 
○ Yes, I'm open to that suggestion. 

● Turner: Kings-Tulare 
○ Look at also adding in Woodlake 

● Becker: Kings-Tulare 
○ Suggest you might want to take a look at what happens if we eliminate the first 

change so you can compare the two. 
● Turner: Kings-Tulare -Response to Becker 

○ Agreed 
● Turner: Kings-Tulare 

○ Move Farmersville and Woodlake into Kings-Tulare. 
○ Finalize this direction. 

● Sadhwani: Bakersfield 
○ Curious about increasing the population in the west Bakersfield district, possibly 

drawing from additional portions of the city of Bakersfield, to try and balance out 
those changes in the deviation between these two districts 

● Becker: Bakersfield 
○ I'd suggest looking in the Arvin area and maybe moving out to build a larger 

bridge between these portions of the district and then moving up to the northern 
part of Tulare Kern where Shafter is and seeing what that does if we move that 
into west Bakersfield. Do you want to try that? 

● Sadhwani: Bakersfield -Response to Becker 
○ Sure. 

● Fornaciari: Merced-Fresno 
○ Do we want to increase the cvap in Merced-Fresno? 

● Becker: Merced-Fresno 
○ Both the Fresno and Kings-Tulare district are slightly overpopulated above the 

ideal right now and have slightly higher Latino cvaps. We can look at that very 
southwestern portion of Fresno county and see about adding it into the 
Merced-Fresno district. 

● Fornaciari: Merced-Fresno -Response to Becker 
○ Yes, that is what I would like to do. 

● Fornaciari 
○ Look at north (Merced) for population 

● Becker 
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○ I might suggest going down to the Madera area and seeing what that 
does, if you want to look at that. and then perhaps this area south of 
legrand. 

● Fornaciari 
○ Yes 

● Becker 
○ That's a fairly underpopulated area. That doesn't have much of an effect. 

We're looking at the impact of both this and the previous direction, if that is 
okay with everybody.? 

- fornaciari then withdraws -
● Turner 

○ Keep UC Merced with Merced. 
● Line drawer 

○ Should I commit this change to adding Delhi and Livingston to the Merced 
and Fresno visualization? 

● Turner 
○ Yes 

● Fornaciari 
○ if we undid all this change and then what would it look like if we added 

newman? 
● Becker 

○ Removing Delhi and adding Newman instead? 
● Fornaciari 

○ yes 
● Becker 

○ A possible solution is maybe we revert here and then go south if we're 
going to look for population shifts. 

● Turner 
○ yes 

● Becker 
○ Would you like to keep the Livingston addition? 

● Turner 
○ I like Livingston with Merced. 

● Turner 
○ I support Commissioner Fornaciari in moving it at this point. 

● Fernandez (Major Structural Changes-(Areas to revisit per commissioner 
request) 

○ North. to 44 Mono and Inyo would go into Calaveras, East Fresno. 
○ Rancho Murieta to the Eastern California 
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○ Can you grab Wilton? right next to Elk Grove and put it into the ECA? 
○ Add Clay and Harold for population into ECA 

● Andersen (Major Structural Changes-(Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ I actually would take Butte, Sutter and Yuba, put those together.  Pull more 

of the northern, all the way take Sierra Nevada, then switch, which gives 
you more room -- like if you pull Placer County out, that gives you room to 
take the area of Sacramento county to the East there to put it with like 
Arcade. 

○ Adding the rest of Placer county into the ECA district, and lincoln and 
rockland, et cetera 

○ I would like to take out the rest of Sacramento county out of ECA. 
○ take out the portion of Nevada county from ECA. 

● Line Drawer 
○ I committed that change, adding all of Nevada back to Sutter, Yuba, Sierra 

Nevada. 

● Andersen (Major Structural Changes-(Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ get Butte, sutter, Sierra Nevada that is way too big. Take out Sutter, Sierra 

Nevada, take the portion of Plumas county out. 

● Akutagawa (Major Structural Changes-(Areas to revisit per commissioner
request)

○ If there's a way that we can still carve out that portion of Sacramento, the 
kind of the Sacramento -- greater Sacramento area but still also narrowly 
hug that California-Nevada-Sierra line where we can still achieve the 
population numbers. 

● Becker 
○ Should we unwind these changes? 

● Turner 
○ Yes, let's restore -- let's go back to Commissioner Fernández. 

Coastal Visualizations 
P. 52 

● Becker 
○ Merced and Fresno, we can try and capture some of the population on the 

eastern edge of San Benito County.  The deviations are still sufficient to 
accommodate that. Would you like us to show visualization with that? 

● Sinay 
○ I don't know if I would break San Benito. I want to stay on the coast, 

unless it was a significant population that would help the cvap. 
● Ahmad/Toledo 
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○ Likes visualization (p. 52) 
LA County 
P. 64 

● Vazquez 
○ Likes the visualization (P.72) 

● Vazquez (Major Structural Changes-(Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ Maywood, Bell, and Cudahy in particular should remain together and if 

possible, I'd recommend that they go East into the AD-five corridor 
visualization. 

● Akutagawa 
○ If we were to move la puente out of the AD60 corridor and add to the East 

SGV visualization and move the south San Jose hills communities into the 
AD60 corridor, what would that do to the numbers? 

○ I did see coi testimony asking that south San Jose Hills be together with 
Walnut, but given that incremental changes really don't do a whole lot to 
add to either one. Let's not accept it 

● vazquez 
○ I do not prefer this change. Hacienda Heights, La Puente is the district 

there. It is a strong community of interest. 
● Becker 

○ I'll revert it back now. 

Southern CA 
P.85 SEC 

● Sadwani (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ There are ways of making sure that we have two assembly districts that 

are vra with the sec not going into San Diego. Using maldef’s report to not 
look at this differently, both for sec as well as cvsy, current visualizations 
are not the best they can be for the community and representation. 

● Sadwani 
○ Breaking along the San Diego Imperial county border.  for sec. 
○ Having that section, all of that portion of San Diego would come out and 

then up in Coachella if we can look at that a little bit more closely, it would 
maintain the Salton Sea in its entirety, which received a lot of coi testimony 
about, and then including Indio Hills, Garnet, Coachella, North Shore 

○ We'd be removing that 72,000 from San Diego county which might give 
you some brahmter for how much population you need to grab from 
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elsewhere so we're going to remove the San Diego county portion of sec. 
why don't we give it to the San Ysidro- Chula Vista 

● Line Drawer 
○ Now what population would you like us to capture into sec? 

● Commissioner 
○ Pulling upwards all the way up to Desert Hot Springs potentially. Along the 

10 more or less. The north side of the 10. 
○ Everything on the north side. Split Cathedral City 
○ Include Indio Hills 

● Line Drawer 
○ Would you like me to commit to this change? 

● Commissioner 
○ yes 

● Kennedy 
○ The Filipino community wanted Desert Hot Springs, Palm Springs and 

Cathedral City Grouped, I Believe The Black Community wanted Desert 
Hot Springs and Palm Springs to be grouped. 

● Becker 
○ Suggestion To C. Sinay Request - we have roughly 70,000 people in 

eastern San Diego that need to be put in a district, and, attach everything 
from San Diego Country Estates North to the edge of the San Diego 
border to VSME, then attach Alpine, Pine Valley, Mount Laguna to WSDC 
and then everything south of there attach to SDSDC just to see what it 
looks like. 

● Sinay 
○ - agree to line drawer suggestion 

● Kennedy 
○ Make sure that we're keeping all of Cal Poly Pomona together. 

● Becker 
○ To clarify, what we're going to do is we're going to take Cal Poly Pomona 

out of the 80 -60 Corridor and put it into PCO. 
● Turner 

○ Accepted changes 

● Vazquez (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ Keep Cal Poly Pomona, if we're shifting things east into the AD60 corridor, 

if it's possible to add Mount San Antonio college into the Pomona district? 
● Taylor/Ahmad 

○ Supports C. Vazquez request 
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● Sadhwani
○ Mount Sac is in the city of Walnut, prefer to keep Walnut whole 

● Turner 
○ Commissioners, can you write bucket list at the top of it and put that off 

to the side 
● Becker 

○ will revert back visualization 
p. 88 

● Vasquez (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ This portion of the highland is very red. Can we include both of those red 

portions of highland? 
○ C. withdraws changes 

● Sadhwani (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ The Inland Empire, COI testimony to link San Bernadino with Rialto. 

● Fernandez 
○ I would like to try the Grand Terrace, it isn't that big in terms of 

population. I want to see if it changes it just little bit. 
○ C. withdrawals changes 

● Vazquez(Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ Move Mentone with Southside Redlands to fix deviation 

● Sadhwani/Turner 
○ Agrees with C. vazquez 

● Akutagawa 
○ I did see coi testimony asking that Redlands, Mentone and Yucaipa be 

kept together.  Moving all of Redlands out and looking in the direction you 
are looking. 

● Sadhwani 
○ Thinking north of the 10 freeway to euclid avenue, which is by the thing 

that said upland 

● Becker 
○ Would have to move a little bit to the northwest there.  Do you want to do 

a little bit more to see if the populations are still pretty much in balance? 
● Sadhwani 

○ If I may, I would be concerned about RCFR if we end up taking parts of 
Rialto out of it and populate whatever the district was on the other side of 
it, which is where I think this area closer to Euclid might be important. 

● Kennedy 
○ Add southern part of Redlands to before the border of Loma Linda 

● Vazquez 
○ Yes, before Loma Linda 

● Becker 
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○ There might be areas that can shift from MPH into MBCV and at a 
minimum not have a negative impact on the latino percentage and 
possibly a positive impact on the latino percentage. 

○ Commissioner Kennedy, is that in alignment with what you are trying to 
accomplish with cois? 

● Kennedy 
○ taking MBCV farther west into southern Redlands maybe stopping at the 

redland-Loma Linda city line at this point and seeing what that does for 
us. and then we can determine if we can move into Loma Linda as well. 

● Line Drawer 
○ I suggest maybe just to try it, maybe take the block north of Moreno 

Valley and the block at the northwestern corner.  Let's add that all in, just 
to show and see what that does 

● Sadhwani 
○ Do not break up Moreno Valley 

● Vazquez 
○ Would like to revise this further 

● Becker 
○ Do you want us to revert from the changes we were discussing prior to 

the break? Do you want us to accept them? 
● Turner 

○ Yes please. 

Bay Area 
● Andersen (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 

○ I'm hoping you can grab 13,000 to bring the deviation down.  Have east 
San Francisco be about even.  Grab from up around the hospital hill area 
in Richmond, just below the Presidio Heights area. 

○ The northern part is more Potrero hill but we can go out to the inner 
Richmond. Cesar Chavez? 

○ We're putting all of Richmond into east San Francisco. 
○ Put Arguello to Masonic into east San Francisco 
○ The little portion up here by Lake to Presidio Terrace? 
○ Could we take Brisbane out and add that with San Mateo 
○ Then south San Mateo, take out the portion of Redwood city to bring it 

down to -- within deviation? or put it into Los gatos bank 
○ Remove Colma 
○ The little portion of Potrero hill?  yeah.  Do you want to just take that bit 

and put it back into east sf? 
● Yee 

○ If we can even out the population and move down a little bit into San 
Mateo to change the other line to make that a little more even. 
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○ We got coi testimony from the Filipino American community in Daly city, 
wanting to add two neighborhoods -- one is Westboro neighborhood and 
one also known as Sierra highlands. 

● Turner 
○ Undo (WESTSF) and revisit for in depth discussion 

● Toledo(Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ It's a bucket list. From the Asian American community, from the Filipino 

community specifically, we have a request to unify San Leandro, San 
Lorenzo and Ashland -- into a single coi. 

○ Those would be San Leandroo, San Lorenzo, Ashland to a single coi, it's 
connected to parts of Newark 

● Fernandez (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ I'm going to Yolo and Solano, with lots of testimony regarding keeping Yolo 

intact. We included the Northern Delta, Rio Vista.  and -- then, for 
population, we can move to Napa for population or Colusa, but that is as 
far as we should go for that. so that is my bucket list. 

● Andersen (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ I’d like to get Tehama back with the north.  I'd like to get the norcoast down 

to the rural parts of Marin and wine country.  I would like to get that 
clarified with the wine country and Yolo agriculture area. 

● Fernandez ( needs to be revisit per commissioner request) 
○ In terms of Contra Costa, Yolo county and the northern delta are very 

different.  so i want to make sure that message is brought home in terms, 
they have very different communities of interest. 

● Andersen (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ The Trivalley of east Contra Costa, Alameda. 
○ The eastern sierras. bucket list. keeping communities of interest, Alpine, 

Mono, Inyo together and not going across with Fresno or Bakersfield 
● Turner 

○ Adding in Wilton would bring the Sac Stanislaus deviation 
● Sadhwani (needs to be revisit per commissioner request) 

○ The GLEN L.A. areas, we continue to break up LGBTQ communities of 
interest in west Hollywood. We've also heard a whole lot of testimony 
around Eagle Rock, Glassell Park and other areas. Not really going with 
Glendale. 

● Sadhwani (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ Orange county pair Costa Mesa with Little Saigon 

● Kennedy (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ Put Coachella Valley back together to the extent possible 

● Fornaciari (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
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○ In San Diego we made a drastic change to eastern San Diego county and 
picked it. I think we need to revisit that whole thing to make sure it makes 
sense. 

● Sinay (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ In San Diego, we just want to make sure we get the whole map directly in 

San Diego based on the communities of interest we're getting. I 
understand east county, the LGBTQ, the refugee immigrant, the south bay, 
the 78 corridor and to look at all of that. 

● Andersen (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ The coastal areas, I think, are going to need some work along with the 

Little Saigon area that Commissioner Sadhwani mentioned. I think 
because of what's going to happen in San Diego, it could impact us further 
up the coast in terms of looking at that orange county area. 

● Akutagawa (Areas to revisit per commissioner request) 
○ there's going to be impacts to the Inland Orange county area as well 
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